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Foreword

P

reaching is a responsibility and privilege that some ministers
do not take seriously enough, to the neglect and regret of their
congregations. This is not true of Doug Dortch, who acknowledges that “preaching is his passion and gets his heart racing.”
A Time to Every Purpose: A Devotional Guide/Homiletical
Commentary for Year A of the Common Lectionary has taken on
flesh because Dortch’s congregation was so impressed with his
weekly treatment of the lectionary scripture passages for each of the
liturgical seasons that they encouraged him to put his weekly contributions into a permanent book form. This affirmation reveals the
strength not only of his biblical research and preparation, but also
the manner and content of his delivery that commanded the attention of his congregation and testifies to the practical application his
listeners felt. Readers of this book, beyond his own congregation,
can be grateful for this excellent resource that can speak forcefully
to them the message of the weekly lectionary readings.
Anyone who preaches “a word from the Lord” surely is challenged
to offer one’s very best. Dortch’s homiletical commentary shows that
he has taken that challenge seriously. He demonstrates what it means
to be a scholar-practitioner in his exploration of the biblical text and
the interrogation of that research into practical application for the
lives of his hearers. Dortch invites his readers to travel with him as
he directs our path from Advent to Epiphany to Lent and finally to
Easter. He explores the depth of each of these seasons and assures us
that God is always at work in the world. Although at times we may
be standing in the way and cannot see the light of God’s presence,
Dortch reminds us that the risen Christ is calling us to wake up to
God’s new day that is dawning and to the reality that, as disciples of
Jesus, we can increase our faith to confront our fears.
Dortch illuminates the lectionary text for this commentary by
drawing upon a wide variety of illustrative material such as classic
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literature, children’s stories, nursery rhymes, theological writings,
and personal experiences. The commentary reflects insights of a
caring, sensitive pastor who is interested in more than expounding
a biblical text; he wants to connect the written word with the needs
of his congregation. For each season he begins with an informative
introduction that the reader will find helpful to open the door into
the deeper meaning of that season. For readers who are unfamiliar
with the lectionary, Dortch provides a brief history of its development and its ecumenical usage today.
A Time to Every Purpose is a valuable tool for pastors who are
undertaking their sermon preparation for worship, and also a fine
resource for devotional daily readings for lay persons. I commend
this commentary highly and invite readers to catch Dortch’s desire
for understanding the biblical text and his passion for preaching the
Word.
William Powell Tuck
Former seminary professor and pastor
Author of A Pastor Preaching:
Toward a Theology of the Proclaimed Word
(Nurturing Faith, 2012)
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Preface

P

reaching is my passion in ministry. While I acknowledge the
importance of the other “legs” of the pastoral “stool,” administration and pastoral care, preaching is the part that gets my
heart racing. The privilege of proclaiming sacred texts in ways that
relate ancient wisdom to contemporary settings is what I find most
invigorating about ministry.
As a preacher, I understand the importance of finding resources
that jog my work with a given text, or, better I should say, its work
with me. The demands of pastoral ministry too often drain preachers of the energy required to impart biblical truth for audiences and
congregations that are anxious to know, “Is there any word from the
LORD?” (Jer. 37:17). To that end I offer this commentary as a source
of encouragement and inspiration to people who yearn to hear God
speak holy truth into anxious and uncertain hearts.
I am indebted to David Carder, devoted member of Mountain
Brook Baptist Church, who first approached me with the idea of
pulling together sermon previews that I provided in advance of my
Sunday sermons for the purpose of extending our church’s preaching
ministry to others. David not only encouraged me to compile these
summaries into book form, but also went about raising the financial
support to make this work possible.
I am grateful also to the members of Mountain Brook Baptist
Church who have prayed for my ministry and shown their appreciation for what I have shared with them over these last eight years I
have been privileged to be their pastor. I only hope that this book gives
them some measure of joy in knowing that their ongoing devotion
has resulted in something that might contribute in some small way
to the advancement of God’s kingdom as individuals outside the
congregation either read it for personal gain or draw from it for their
own ministry purposes.
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Lastly, I must express appreciation to my wife Judy, who picked
up and moved to a new ministry setting after many years of our
serving in a most comfortable one. But then her undying and faithful
love and support have blessed me throughout our years of marriage
and will continue to do so “till death does us part.” In every season
of life she has been my abiding joy and best inspiration.

viii
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T

he Bible continues to be the world’s best-selling book for a reason.
People find in it inspiring and encouraging words that offer an
overarching perspective that gives meaning to each moment,
regardless of whether that moment has them feeling up or down. The
stories and lessons in Scripture speak eternal truths that never lose
their power or relevance. For that reason, no other resource contributes to our faith development more than the Bible, which is why so
many individuals make Bible reading a part of their daily discipline
and congregations build their worship lives upon it.
This commentary is written with these two groups in mind. On
one hand, individuals will find in these pages devotional insights that
might further their understanding of Scripture and deepen their daily
discipleship. On the other hand, preachers will pick up viewpoints
that might spark their own conversations with Bible texts, which in
turn will help with their regular preaching responsibilities. As people
in pulpit and pew consider these same texts together, their connection might also be strengthened, and the church’s fellowship and
witness will be greatly enhanced.
The format of this commentary follows the Revised Common
Lectionary, Year A. Most congregations have become more familiar with the lectionary in recent years, and the Revised Common
Lectionary (RCL) reflects interdenominational agreement around
key biblical texts that coincide with the Christian year. Consequently,
the RCL has been adopted by such groups as the Episcopal Church,
the United Methodist Church, the Presbyterian Church USA, the
United Church of Christ, the Disciples of Christ, the Evangelical
Lutheran Church of America, and a host of free-church denominations that join with their Christian counterparts in locating their
observances of the Christian year in common texts and themes.
For those not familiar with the lectionary, a bit of history is
in order. Christians in the first century structured their worship
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practices from what they had known in the synagogue, where participants followed an accepted series of readings, one from the Torah
(Law of Moses) and the other from the Prophets, after which there
would be a commentary offered on those texts. Consider the story
in Luke 4:16-21, where Jesus is invited to read the Sabbath lesson,
which on that day came from Isaiah 61.
Jesus’ exposition of the Isaiah text was not well received by the
Nazareth congregation, but became for the early church a foundational explanation of their connection with their Jewish roots. The
church’s continued use of this approach is attested to by a passage
in 1 Timothy 4:13 where Paul counsels Timothy: “Until I come,
devote yourself to the public reading of Scripture.” The word “public
reading” draws upon a word consistently used in the Septuagint (the
Greek Translation of the Old Testament) to describe the selected
readings for synagogue worship. It seems that by the time of the
writing of 1 Timothy, Christian worship had begun to include Epistle
readings along with readings from the Law and the Prophets.
By the fourth century, the church followed a practice of celebrating the seasons of Advent, Epiphany, Easter, and Pentecost as a way
of commemorating the grand narrative of God’s redemption story. In
AD 471 the first attempt at a prescribed set of readings was produced
as a standard guide for churches in the West, though it provided
readings only for the seasons of Advent, Christmas, Lent, and Easter.
Readings for the rest of the year were left to local clergy to decide.
That agreement would change in the thirteenth century when Trinity
Sunday was added to the festival calendar and standard readings were
consequently adopted for the entire year, a practice that continued
even during the years of the Protestant Reformation, though some
Reformers such as Zwingli rejected the lectionary outright, while
others such as Calvin and Luther took a more restrained position, as
long as the readings did not obscure the Reformation foundation of
justification by faith and salvation by grace alone.
Not until the twentieth century did agreement around lectionary readings develop. One of the results of Vatican II in the Roman
x
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Catholic Church was the publication of a three-year series of lectionary readings (Years A, B, and C) that would be quickly adopted by
several Protestant denominations as the basis for their lectionaries. Then in 1992 an ecumenical group of Protestants and Catholics
known as the Consultation on Common Texts came together to
develop the Revised Common Lectionary, which has enabled Christians around the world to attend to the same readings for the various
seasons that celebrate God’s story of redemption through faith in
Jesus Christ.
So, know as you read through this devotional commentary that
you are traveling down a path with other believers who join you in
attending to Holy Scripture for help and hope in certain moments
of life. While not every such moment may line up precisely with
the Christian calendar, the focus that such a structured reading will
provide can certainly give us the assurance that wherever we are in
our faith journeys, God is at work and there is divine purpose for us
to know.
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